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ABSTRACT Can software-based packet filters effectively dampen volumetric distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) streams in an era when 10 Gbps links are considered slow? The potential of longest prefix
matching (LPM) for enforcing precise DDoS scrubbing policies seems to be overlooked in contemporary
packet filtering datapaths, and in this paper, we argue that this should not be the case by showing that effective
whitelist / blacklist LPM-based filtering can be performed with commodity hardware. A showcase datapath
we propose can evaluate multiple queries in large separate LPMdatabases for each forwarded 64-byte packet,
while sustaining 10 Gbps line rate on a single CPU core, with a healthy scaling potential due to its lockless
architecture and small memory footprint of LPM structures. We demonstrated forwarding 64 million packets
per second using only six CPU cores while performing independent lookups for each packet in three large
LPMdatabases created by aggregatingmalicious IP addresses or bymapping different geolocation identifiers
to IPv4 prefixes.

INDEX TERMS Firewalls, network security, packet lookup and classification, software routers.

I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of still predominantly IPv4-based volumet-
ric/flooding distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks [1],
which are exploiting the openness and simplicity of the
Internet’s addressing and routing architecture, is placing an
increasing burden on Internet service providers (ISP) and
datacenter operators. An effective mitigation strategy has to
include scrubbing malicious from legitimate traffic close to
the attack target. Packet filtering using specialized hardware
such as ternary content addressable memories (TCAMs)
offers high throughput, but TCAMs have a rigid structure, low
density, suffer from high power consumption, and are costly.
In a quest for more flexibility and virtualization capabilities,
a new interest in implementing high-speed packet filters in
software has recently emerged.

Legacy software firewalls available in general-purpose
operating systems (OS) were designed when speeds
of 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps were considered fast, but in today’s
datacenters, even 10 Gbps network interface cards (NICs)
are gradually being replaced by 25, 40, or 100 Gbps
parts. Moreover, software datapaths have evolved towards
generalizations such as OpenFlow [2], which aim to adapt to
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all conceivable packet manipulation scenarios, with emphasis
on stateful operation. However, the precise flow tracking /
caching paradigm suffers from a wide spectrum of inherent
architectural limitations [3]. Particularly in the context of
volumetric DDoS attacks, as source addresses of inbound
packets are either randomized (spoofed), or the packets
originate from vast pools of compromised or vulnerable
hosts, the elastically expanding flow tracking structures either
quickly reach their preset limits, or spill over CPU’s caches.
Furthermore, synchronizing access to mutable shared data
structures such as flow tables can require tens to hundreds
of CPU clock cycles per table access, itself consuming the
entire per-packet time budget for a single 10 Gbps link.

The need for simplifying and stripping down packet
processing software datapaths of non-essential functions is
well recognized and can be reflected in the widespread
adoption of fast packet I/O frameworks such as DPDK [4] or
Netmap [5], which map NIC buffers directly into user space.
More recently proposed mechanisms for fast (pre)processing
of packets before they get encapsulated and consumed
by complex data structures and function call paths in
an OS kernel are currently enjoying gigantic momentum:
eBPF/XDP [6], [7], are re-exploring the paradigm of safe just-
in-time (JIT) translation of packet filtering programs from
bytecode form to native machine code [8] within a running
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Linux kernel, refining it to adapt more efficiently to modern
CPU architectures, and making it more versatile.

A surprising common denominator among software datap-
ath proposals from the recent literature (user space and XDP-
based alike) is that only a few have explored the advances
in longest prefix matching (LPM) reported over the past
decade. Most user space proposals use the popular DIR-24-
8 [9] scheme available as a library in DPDK, while XDP
relies on the even older LC-trie, and rare exceptions such
as the Kamuee router [10], which uses PopTrie [11] for
LPM, do not focus on packet filtering. Therefore, in this
paper, we explore whether there are incentives for moving
away from the omnipresent DIR-24-8 to more modern
LPM schemes in DDoS filtering scenarios, which call for
methods to blacklist 105 to 106 individual compromised
host addresses, such as in the well-exposed Mirai DDoS
incidents [12] from 2016. In contrast to current trends in
XDP-based end host filtering, we were more interested
in providing forwarding capacity to move precision DDoS
scrubbing further away from end hosts, i.e., towards upstream
providers, with the ultimate goal of better protecting the entire
downstream infrastructure, including links at the network
edge that are often irreparably saturated by volumetric DDoS
attacks. Encouraged by reports of other successful user space
network function specializations for speed, such as [3], [13],
we designed and implemented our own JIT-compiled user
space datapath, which we used as a testbed for tuning and
evaluating a handful of recent LPM schemes while having
them bombarded with synthetic DDoS-type traffic.

A. OUR CONTRIBUTION
We argue and show that the use of LPM offers significant
potential for the development of new DDoS scrubbing
strategies. Our research indicates that using large datasets
as allowlists and blocklists (usually called whitelists and
blacklists) allows for precise, high-speed filtering of IPv4
traffic. To support our case, we refine a modern LPM lookup
scheme and integrate it into a packet filtering application that
allows multiple independent LPM queries to be performed
per packet using randomized keys (IP addresses) while
maintaining a 10Gbps line rate on a single CPU core.We defy
the currently prevailing viewwhich favors placing high-speed
packet filtering functions as JIT-compiled modules in an OS
kernel by demonstrating that efficient user space filtering
datapaths can be constructed with fewer constraints. Finally,
our results are practical: the prototype described here includes
all the components necessary for a real-world application:
a comprehensive filter description language matched with a
fast parser and compiler front-end, as well as a functional
control interface with on-the-fly reconfiguration and statistics
gathering capabilities.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
elaborates our choice and refinements of an LPM scheme.
Section III presents our datapath and discusses its design and
implementation tradeoffs. Section IV provides a performance
evaluation with different synthetic ruleset types. Section V

places our work in context with related developments in the
field. In SectionVI, we outline directions for future workwith
concluding remarks.

II. LONGEST PREFIX MATCHING
As our main objective is to filter traffic based on queries
across multiple large IP address datasets, a suitable scheme
should have compactly encoded lookup structures (to pro-
mote cache locality and conserve memory traffic), searchable
through a simple and not overly branchy process (since CPU’s
out-of-order execution and branch prediction machinery
yield diminishing returns when operating on essentially
random data patterns). Ideally, it should be versatile enough
to support very specific IP prefixes, as well as broader
subnet addressing. The scheme should also perform well
both with predominantly random traffic patterns, which are
characteristic for cases where attackers are successful at
source address spoofing, and with more localized patterns
typical of large botnets which transmit with legitimate
source addresses. Finally, the scheme should not suffer from
exceedingly narrow structural limitations.

PopTrie [11] and SAIL [14] are two LPM schemes from
the recent literature which stand out as being capable of
delivering more than 200 million lookups per second (Mlps)
per CPU core in synthetic tests. Both are multiway tries
which begin the lookup process by directly indexing a small
table with K most significant bits of the key (IPv4 address),
where K = 18 with PopTrie, and K = 16 with SAIL.
If the table entry does not indicate a hit, the search continues
with up to two 256-way further levels with SAIL, while
PopTrie progresses down the sequence of 64-way nodes with
a compact encoding which leverages the popcnt x86 machine
instruction. Another LPM scheme that consistently comes
third in PopTrie vs. SAIL standoffs (the two swap on the
throne depending on how the benchmarks were conducted)
is DXR [15], which is also the oldest of the three. All three
schemes were originally devised to work well with BGP-like
IPv4 prefix datasets, i.e., to support around 1 million entries,
dominated by prefix lengths less specific or equal to /24.

We selected an updated version of DXR [16] as the
main LPM scheme for building into our filtering datapath,
while introducing further refinements which we describe
in the rest of this section. Our previous familiarity with
DXR clearly influenced our choice, but the decisive factor
was its blend of high LPM throughput with low memory
footprint. In order to perform comparative tests we later
added implementations of PopTrie1 (which worked out of the
box), SAIL2 (which we had to implement ourselves because
the reference implementation incorrectly constructed lookup
structures for prefix lengths exceeding 16, or simply locked
up in an infinite loop), and DIR-24-8 (which was easy to
distill from the existing DXR’s structures).

1https://github.com/pixos/poptrie
2https://github.com/mengxiang0811/SAIL
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TABLE 1. Lookup structure characterization for D16X2R, D16X4R, PopTrie18, SAIL, and DIR-24-8.

DXR’s lookup process is trivial: the most significant K
bits of the key are used to index a primary table. This
may either yield a direct hit (an index in a next hop
table), or index a corresponding variable-length address range
descriptor block, which is searched in logarithmic time using
the remaining less significant R = 32 − K bits of the key.
The tradeoff between lookup speed and memory footprint
depends on the choice of the direct table size (2K elements).

FIGURE 1. Enhanced DXR structures and lookup process.

Inspired by forwarding information base (FIB) compres-
sion techniques such as trie folding [17], we further enhanced
DXR by splitting the single direct lookup table into two
stages, while subjecting the second stage table to data
deduplication [18]. As shown in Fig. 1, the lookup process
was modified so that the primary (Direct) table is indexed
with the D most significant bits of the key, which yields an
index pointing to a block in the secondary (eXtension) table,

which is then indexed using the subsequent X bits of the
key. As in the original scheme, the search either terminates
if the indexed eXtension table entry indicates a hit, or it
continues with the binary search in a range table chunk using
the remaining R = 32−D− X bits of the key.

Table 1 shows lookup structure characterization for several
datasets3 that we experimented with. For the two D,X
configurations presented in Table 1, the ratio φ of Direct
+ eXtension table size compared to Direct table size in
the original DXR scheme ranges from approximately 0.1 to
0.6, except for the extreme GeoLite2 City table, i. e., for
similar memory footprints, the improved scheme permits
resolving up to two more bits of the search key via direct
indexing, leading to a proportional reduction of (slower)
search iterations over range table chunks. The penalty is an
extra memory access, but with D ≤ 16, the indices stored in
the Direct table cannot exceed 216 − 1, so for D = 16 the
Direct table consumes only 128 KBytes, small enough to
achieve good hit rates in L2 caches of modern CPUs. The
remainder of the lookup structures should fit into L3 caches,
with the parameter X determining the memory footprint /
lookup speed tradeoff. The simplicity of the scheme makes
inlined compiling of access to the first two tables feasible,
which, combined with high hit rates µ reduces the frequency
of costly function calls required to complete the resolving
process via binary search on address ranges.

Earlier DXR versions limited both the total number of exit
labels (next hops) and the length of the range table blocks
to 212, and the overall size of the range table to 219 elements.
We revised the encoding scheme to remove the limit on range

3Nov 2019 snapshots of free GeoLite2 tables mapping country, BGP
AS numbers, and city identifiers to IPv4 prefixes; two smaller blacklists
obtained from automated aggregator https://github.com/stamparm/ipsum
in Dec 2019 and May 2020 along with a broader one obtained from
https://iplists.firehol.org also in May 2020; and three whitelists generated
locally from logs of (presumably) legitimate traffic at a department of the
University of Zagreb during different periods from Dec 2019 to Mar 2020.
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FIGURE 2. A deployment of the filtering system datapath with the working DDoS detection tool.

table block lengths by allowing the values to be stored at the
head of the range block in the very rare cases where they
would not fit in the eXtension table entries. This also raised
the limit on exit labels δ to 2D+X , i.e., to 218 and 220 for
the configurations shown in Table 1. The Range table now
supports up to 222 elements, which is sufficient for massive
datasets such as GeoIP City.

Table 1 further includes memory footprints for PopTrie,
SAIL, and DIR-24-8. None of these schemes could accom-
modate datasets with a large number of exit labels (next
hops): PopTrie is limited to 216 and DIR-24-8 to 215 labels,
which is a theoretical rather than a practical limitation in
many applications, but SAIL’s limit of only 28 next hops
is an even more pronounced one. The capacity for 216

(65,536) and 215 (32,768) next hops is not sufficient for
extremely large datasets, but the limit is high enough not to
be a concern for reasonably large ones. As can be seen in
Table 1, the two largest datasets used for this paper have
115,503 and 66,349 next hops, but they represent extreme
cases of dataset fragmentation that can be avoided when
using schemes with next hop number constraints. Extending
SAIL to reserve more than one byte for encoding next
hop information would require major architectural changes
and source code upgrades, which would have a negative
impact on its performance envelope. Alternatively, to make
the comparison with other schemes more fair, next hop
encoding space would have to be halved in PopTrie, DIR-
24-8 and DXR. Additionally, both DIR-24-8 and SAIL have
a fundamental structural problem that limits the number
of leaf blocks needed to resolve prefixes more specific
than /24 (215 blocks with DIR-24-8 and 216 with SAIL).
We had to implement leaf block deduplication to get SAIL
and DIR-24-8 to accommodate even our medium-sized
datasets, but this enhancement could not save SAIL and
DIR-24-8 from both being unable to digest our largest
blacklist, which did not present a problem for either PopTrie
or DXR.

All the LPM implementations we experimented with were
validated by comparing lookup results against the proven
reference radix tree [19] implementation borrowed from
FreeBSD.

III. FILTERING DATAPATH
A widely accepted approach to ‘‘stop’’ flooding DDoS
attacks is BGP blackholing [20]: the victim throws in the
towel by telling its upstream provider(s) to stop routing all
traffic to the targeted host(s), in an attempt to prevent the
rest of its infrastructure from collapsing under the excessive
traffic load. Our goal is to enable filtering at such speeds
that instead of blackholing the victim’s address, providers
could precisely filter out vast maps of identified or suspected
compromised hosts that serve as the originators of the
attack.

Under extreme conditions, such as handling volumetric
DDoS traffic, the task of a filtering datapath is to move
packets from one interface to another after classifying them
and applying appropriate actions as quickly as possible, while
still providing elementary operating statistics. Secondary
functions may also include diverting manageable amounts
of samples to a separate packet processor for detailed
analysis. An external tool, such as a DDoS detection
system, may use the collected sampled packets and traffic
statistics to generate filtering rulesets in the event of an
attack, as shown in an example filtering system deployment
in Fig. 2. A filtering device does not necessarily have
to perform the functions of an IP router; in fact, most
legacy firewalls have an option of hiding their presence
by not updating the time-to-live (TTL) field of forwarded
packets, or they are simply used in transparent bridging
mode.

Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of our datapath, which aims
to trade richness of functionality for raw speed, dubbed
Reduced Feature-Set Packet Filter (RFPF) to emphasize
our focus on simplicity and efficiency. We define two sets
(bundles) of network interfaces and refer to traffic flowing
from the ‘‘lower’’ to the ‘‘upper’’ set as ‘‘upstream’’ and
traffic in the opposite direction as ‘‘downstream’’. Traffic in
each direction is subjected to entirely independent filtering
rulesets. A parser translates the two rulesets into C code
as two separate functions that are processed by a standard
gcc or clang compiler, yielding executable machine code
in a dynamically loadable object. The unit of work for the
compiled filtering functions are not individual packets, but
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entire packet queues, which netmap exposes to userland
applications as circular buffers (or ‘‘rings’’ in netmap /
DPDK parlance). This not only allows the compiler to
perform extensive optimizations after inlining rule-based
classification components within a loop iterating over a
receive queue, but also amortizes expensive indirect function
calls from worker threads to the dynamically loaded code.
Moreover, operating on an entire packet queue leaves the
specialized filtering function freedom for optimizations such
as elimination of unneeded checks and branches, or choosing
a prefetching strategy.

FIGURE 3. RFPF datapath: interfaces, queues, worker threads.

Not unique to our approach but nevertheless an impor-
tant implicit optimization inherent to compiling rules into
machine code is the propagation of constants, such as L4
port numbers, L3 address ranges, etc., into the instruction
stream, that reduces data dependencies and CPU pipeline
stalls that might otherwise occur when fetching data. Even
resolving supposedly minor constants at compile time, such
as circular buffer (ring) index masks, can have an observable
impact on throughput when total timing budget per packet
may not significantly exceed 100 to 150 clock cycles. This is
a typical constraint when aiming at 10 Gbps line rate packet
forwarding on a single CPU core.

All other components (configuration parser, CLI, etc.) are
also implemented in C and operate in user space. Since
each NIC can be configured to balance inbound traffic over
multiple receive queues (rings), a separate worker thread is
allocated to each receive / transmit queue pair between the
corresponding ‘‘upper’’ and ‘‘lower’’ interfaces. Optionally,
packets can be rerouted or sampled to a ‘‘divert’’ interface
bundle.

Two private sets of statistics counters are assigned to
each worker thread. At any given time, each worker thread
operates on one set, while the other is being accessed by

a separate statistics gathering thread, which aggregates per-
queue counters into a unified form presentable to the system
administrator or external tools. In order to always provide
fresh statistics, the aggregator thread switches between the
‘‘hot’’ and shadow counter sets twice per second. Since
this is performed at a low frequency, it is feasible to do
it by asynchronously updating a shared flag signaling the
change to worker threads, with minimal penalty to the filter
performance and without losing any data. Worker threads
are only permitted read access to shared data, such as LPM
tables, which remain immutable for the filter configuration
lifetime.

When the packet filter configuration changes, a new set
of both shared and thread-local supporting data structures is
allocated and populated, and worker threads asynchronously
switch over to freshly compiled filtering functions operating
on the new state. The transition is non-blocking (i.e. no pack-
ets are lost) but is not guaranteed to be atomic, with both
old and new state being operated on concurrently as threads
switch state, until the last worker thread releases the reference
held on the old state in a RCU-like arrangement [21] [22].
Once all threads have completed the transition, the old
functions and data structures are relegated to hot-standby
state, to be either optionally reactivated on a later request
(instant revert functionality), or garbage collected when
they are no longer needed. This also permits for several
filtering configurations to be prepared upfront and being
ready for instant activation should a need arise. Rebuilding
filtering routines and all associated data structures from a
sample configuration file shown in Listing 1, which includes
parsing prefixes from the ASCII format, constructing the
LPM structures, compiling the dynamically generated code,
and linking it into the running program takes 4.25 sec-
onds on our test machine. Rebuilding a configuration that
references blacklist_3 with 1,113,393 addresses instead of
the smaller blacklist_1 takes approximately three seconds
longer.

The described scheme eliminates the need for any further
synchronization between worker threads. The price is that
functionalities that inherently require synchronized write
access to shared data cannot be easily fit into our datap-
ath without introducing an additional locking mechanism.
Expanding RFPF with precise dynamic bidirectional connec-
tion tracking or dynamic network address translation (NAT)
would require multiple (both upstream and downstream)
concurrent lookups and modifications to the flows stored in
the shared data. This cannot be done without a locking mech-
anism, which would inevitably incur a hefty performance
penalty.

For the purpose of conducting comparative tests, we have
extended our parser frontend to permit optional generation of
eBPF/XDP programs based on regular RFPF configurations,
in which case the packet datapath is established exclusively
within the kernel. However, such generated XDP datapaths
still rely on the eBPF’s built-in LPM module, which is
LC-trie based.
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Listing 1. A sample RFPF configuration file.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A series of tests was conducted in a simple 8 * 10 Gbps
Ethernet testbed4 to characterize the performance envelope
of our datapath under different filtering rulesets and operating
conditions. Our tests were focused on how throughput scales
when the processing load is distributed among multiple
processing cores, which we tuned during the experiments
by adjusting the number of hardware queues to which the
interface cards distribute incoming packets and by gradually
turning on 10 Gbps packet sources.

Fig. 4 shows baseline throughputs with unconditional
forwarding and dropping rulesets. The software accesses the
header of each packet to identify traffic by EtherType ID
and count IPv4 and all other protocols separately. The user
space datapath can filter out (drop) 29.8 Mpps (millions of
packets per second) and forward 28 Mpps using a single
CPU core, while the peak throughput, limited by the PCIe
3.0 x8 bandwidth [23] of our NIC’s, saturates with four
cores when forwarding packets at 74 Mpps and five cores
when dropping them at 84 Mpps. The throughput with
XDP is considerably lower: 11.5 Mpps when dropping and
7.3 Mpps when forwarding with a single core, which is
consistent with other previous reports using hardware similar
to ours [6], [24], [25]. XDP dropping throughput scaled up
to 48.6 Mpps with eight cores, while forwarding saturates
at only 19.1 Mpps with five cores, after which it degrades.
The main reason for XDP’s lower forwarding throughput
is architectural: to forward a packet using XDP, one eBPF
program must be executed on the inbound interface, which
then places a packet into a software queue, from which
another eBPF program attached to the outbound interface
dequeues the packet and forwards it to the NIC’s hardware
queue. In contrast, user space datapath processes packets to

4Device under test (DUT): 3.6 GHz AMD Ryzen 7 3700X CPU, X470
type motherboard, 8 GB of DDR4 2400MHz RAM split over two memory
channels. The CPU has eight physical cores organized in two ‘‘core
complex’’ blocks, each having 16 MB of private L3 cache. Simultaneous
multithreading (SMT) mode was disabled. The DUT had two quad-port Intel
X710-SR2 10 Gbps Ethernet NICs, each plugged in a x8 PCIe 3.0 slot routed
directly to the CPU. Four auxiliary machines served as packet sources and
/ or sinks, each with a single dual-port Intel X520-SR2 10 Gbps NIC. The
DUT ran Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux 5.5.0-rc3+ kernel. Aux. machines ran
FreeBSD 11.4-RC1.

completion, i.e., it dequeues packets from an RX queue and
moves them in a single loop directly to the TX queue of an
outbound NIC. Another factor contributing to XDP’s lower
throughput figures are the counters, which with eBPF have to
be updated via calls to helper functions that check the indices
of the counter arrays for their limits. This (an extra function
call and a conditional branch) further eats into the miniscule
timing budget available for each packet. With the user space
datapath, each worker thread can simply update its private
set of counters without constraints. Finally, the atomic unit of
work for eBPF programs is individual packets, while packets
in the RFPF’s user space datapath are delivered to filtering
functions where they are processed in batches, which also
contributes to its more efficient operation.

FIGURE 4. Baseline forwarding / dropping throughput.

In subsequent tests, we used only the user space (RFPF)
datapath to examine the performance envelopes of the LPM
schemes. We used a ruleset configuration derived from the
example in Listing 1, which ensured that the source address
of each packet was subjected to three LPM queries before
the packet was either dropped or forwarded. One test was
performed with fully random traffic, the other with a mixture
of 10% random traffic, 20% addresses from the whitelist, and
70% addresses from the blacklist. Using this combination of
traffic exerts the filter significantly more than random traffic.
It is used to show the performance of the filter in the event
of a DDoS attack, as this synthetic traffic can be a reasonable
substitute for real DDoS traffic.

FIGURE 5. Forwarding throughput, random traffic, small blacklist.

Fig. 5 shows the forwarding throughput for uniformly
random traffic as a function of active processing cores.
The traffic pattern is representative of flooding attacks
with successful source address spoofing. The radix tree
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implementation borrowed from FreeBSD, which has a com-
plexity of O(W ), where W is the width of the key (32 bits),
is shown for reference and achieves 7.9 Mpps. At 39.9 Mpps,
DIR-24-8 was the worst performer of more modern schemes
due to its large memory footprint, followed by SAIL, which
suffers from a similar property and reached 56.3 Mpps with
8 cores. PopTrie and the original version of DXR (D20R)
achieved almost identical maximum throughput (64.1 and
64.7 Mpps with), while peak throughput with the revised
DXR (D16X4R) was already saturated with six cores at
67.2 Mpps. The more compactly encoded D16X2R was
between PopTrie / D20R andD16X4R (not shown in the chart
so as not to overload it).

FIGURE 6. Forwarding throughput, botnet traffic, small blacklist.

Fig. 6 shows the results with the same filtering con-
figuration but subjected to synthetic traffic with source
addresses being 10% random, 20% from the whitelist, and
70% addresses from the blacklist. The goal of this test was
to simulate traffic originating from a large botnet which
transmits with legitimate source addresses. While DXR
scaled best, reaching 62.6 Mpps, the difference between the
LPM schemes was minimal, with the exception of PopTrie,
which suffered a substantial hit and achieved only 30.5Mpps.

We repeated the same sequence of tests but with the (larger)
blacklist_3 which encompasses 1.1 million host addresses,
versus 178 thousands addresses of blacklist_1 used in the
previous tests. As mentioned earlier, neither SAIL nor DIR-
24-8 could accommodate such a table due to their structural
limitations, so benchmarks were limited to DXR variants,
PopTrie, and BSD radix tree. For test traffic with fully
randomized source addresses, D16X4R has a healthy lead
of 66 Mpps over PopTrie and D20R, which reached 58 and
59.5 Mpps, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.

However, with the same mix of localized and random
traffic as previously used to simulate botnet traffic with
legitimate source addresses, throughput degrades for all
schemes, as shown in Fig. 8. For DXR, the performance hit
is modest (from 66 to 51.2 Mpps with D16X4R and from
59.5 to 48.1 Mpps with the older D20R), but PopTrie suffers
from a throughput degradation of approximately 65% to only
21.4 Mpps with eight cores. PopTrie’s poor performance can
be related to the explosive growth in the size of its lookup
structure, which contains numerous host addresses sparsely
placed all over the IP address space (see Table 1), which at

53.62 MB are over five times the footprint of D16X4R, and
significantly exceed the size of the L3 caches (16 MB).

FIGURE 7. Forwarding throughput, random traffic, big blacklist.

FIGURE 8. Forwarding throughput, botnet traffic, big blacklist.

V. RELATED WORK
The concept of dynamically recompilable datapaths has been
actively explored for over two decades: a report on a JIT-
compiled BPF optimizer [8] dates back to 1999. More recent
refinements include extended BPF (eBPF) and eXpress Data
Path (XDP), which were devised with a focus on fast packet
processing while enforcing safe execution of potentially
untrusted code in the Linux kernel, thus imposing numerous
constraints on how the code may be structured in order for
the kernel-level verifier to deem it acceptable. By design,
eBPF sandboxes accessing any data structures at runtime,
so even dereferencing a simple linear table element has
to be resolved by calling a function that performs bounds
checking on caller-provided indices before returning a pointer
to the requested element, thus generating an extra data
flow dependency per memory access. Reference [7] reported
24 Mpps baseline packet dropping throughput on a single
core, more than double what we achieved with XDP (Fig. 4),
using a program that blindly dropped all packets without ever
accessing their headers and without updating any counters.
The same paper reported a single-core forwarding throughput
of about 8.5 Mpps with XDP, while we observed 7.3 Mpps,
which is closer to other recent XDP reports such as [6], which
range from about 2.2 to 6.6 Mpps.

Mostly focused on end host protection, handling DDoS is
the main motivation for many XDP-based proposals. Early
reports such as [26] and [27] lack performance evaluation.
Reference [24] explores the tradeoff between hardware and
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software for end host protection. Their hybrid solution,
hardware-assisted preprocessing on a SmartNIC with XDP
running in software, allows traffic to be dropped at rates
of about 14 to 35 Mpps for 1000 malicious IP addresses
using 4 CPU cores. Similarly, [25] advocate eBPF/XDP for
end host DDoS protection in combination with a SmartNIC
that offloads some processing, reporting packet dropping
rates of up to 14.88 Mpps, but lack a performance evaluation
for a middlebox-type firewall use case. To take advantage
of the NIC offloading, the workload has to be carefully
partitioned between the (constrained) NIC hardware and the
(more flexible) eBPF software, also noticed by [28], which
may indeed work well for simple rulesets with smaller sets of
target IP addresses / nets.

A common denominator amongmost of the packet filtering
proposals encountered (XDP-based and others) was that they
tended to overlook the potential of leveraging large LPM
datasets for devising new DDoS scrubbing strategies. Most
user space datapaths that require LPM (e.g., [3]) resort to
theDPDK’s built-in DIR-24-8 implementation. Reference [7]
exercised a single LPM database with 752,138 distinct routes
with only 4,000 random IPv4 addresses and observed a
single-core throughput of 3.4 Mpps with XDP, which is
barely sufficient for forwarding regular traffic at 10 Gbps and
significantly less than RFPF with multiple LPM datasets and
streams of fully randomized IPv4 addresses. As a notable
exception, [29] proposes an approach to DDoS dampening
similar to ours: a user space datapath that relies on DPDK
for packet I/O and a large LPM dataset for DIR-24-8 [9]
based blacklisting. Using a proper testing methodology with
randomized traffic and with a single LPM dataset instance,
they report forwarding throughput of about 7 Mpps on one
CPU core, which is slightly lower compared to our results
when evaluating RFPF with DIR-24-8, but again inferior to
DXR-based LPM. However, their report does not include
any general-purpose firewalling features, nor does it discuss
the multi-LPM dataset or multi-core scaling architecture /
strategy.

Reference [30] is a kernel-level routing datapath, reaching
forwarding throughput of 28.2 Gbps with 64-byte packets
(cca. 42 Mpps) on an octa-core Xeon E5 machine and a
forwarding table with approximately 280k IPv4 prefixes.
However, their performance evaluation only shows results for
IPv4 forwarding without any firewall rules.

A more generalized development for defining packet
datapaths, compilable for both hardware and software,
is P4 [31], a datapath description language. It can be used
to construct software firewalls such as [32], which still fall
short of demonstrating throughput levels required for facing
real-world DDoS scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION
The spectrum of contemporary DDoS firefighting prac-
tices spans from declaring defeat and blackholing victims’
addresses via BGP in order to reduce disruptions to other
parts of the datacenter infrastructure, to filtering in end hosts

before packets enter the network stack, which is where much
of the current XDP-based development is taking place. With
this paper we wanted to bring the center of this spectrum
back into focus, i.e., scrubbing malicious traffic floods using
middleboxes, before packets hit end hosts.

We introduced a filtering datapath specialized for for-
warding speed and fast LPM: on a consumer-grade 8-core
machine, we have demonstrated forwarding traffic at rates
exceeding 60 Mpps (i.e., 40 Gbps line rate with 64-byte
packets) while subjecting all packets to a series of LPM
queries in databases, each encompassing several hundred
thousand network prefixes or host addresses. Our experimen-
tal evaluation has shown that the choice of LPM scheme
makes or breaks the performance of such a filtering datapath,
and that some popular LPM schemes may be ill-suited for
blacklisting applications with large address datasets due to
their inherent structural limitations (insufficient memory for
next hop labeling or for more specific prefixes, resulting in
inability to load larger datasets). We have shown that even
ostensibly minor and simple tweaks to LPM data structures
and lookup algorithms may yield real-world throughput gains
approaching 10Mpps, i.e., nearly 20% of the total forwarding
capacity of our test system.
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